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Abstract
In this paper, we study the matrix equation X + AX–1A + BX–1B = Q, where A and B
are square matrices, and Q is a positive deﬁnite matrix, and propose the iterative
methods for ﬁnding positive deﬁnite solutions of the matrix equation. Also, general
convergence results for the basic ﬁxed point iteration for these equations are given.
Some numerical examples are presented to show the usefulness of the iterations.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the matrix equation
X +AX–A + BX–B =Q, ()
where A and B are square matrices, Q is a positive deﬁnite matrix. It is easy to see that
matrix equation () can be reduced to
X +AX–A + BX–B = I, ()
where I is the identity matrix. Trying to solve special linear systems [] leads to solving
nonlinear matrix equations of the above types as follows.
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A decomposition of M˜ exists if and only if X is a positive deﬁnite solution of matrix
equation (). Solving the linear system M˜y = f is equivalent to solving two linear systems
with a lower and upper block triangular systemmatrix. To compute the solution ofMx = f
from y, the Woodbury formula [] can be applied.
The matrix equation X +AX–A =Q has been studied extensively by many authors [–
]. Several conditions for the existence of positive deﬁnite solutions and some iterations
to ﬁndmaximal positive deﬁnite solutions for these equations were discussed. Apparently,
matrix equation () generalizes the matrix equation X +AX–A =Q.
Matrix equation () was studied in [], and based on some conditions, the authors
proved that matrix equation () has positive deﬁnite solutions. They also proposed two
iterative methods to ﬁnd the Hermitian positive deﬁnite solutions of matrix equation ().
They did not analyze the convergence rate of proposed algorithms.
In this paper, we propose two algorithms. We will show that Algorithm () is more ac-
curate than Algorithm () pointed out in []. Also, Algorithm () needs less operation
in comparison with Algorithm (). The following notations are used throughout the rest
of the paper. The notation A ≥  (A > ) means that A is Hermitian positive semideﬁnite
(positive deﬁnite). For Hermitian matrices A and B, we write A ≥ B (A > B) if A – B ≥ 
(> ). Similarly, by λ(A) and λn we denote, respectively, the maximal and the minimal
eigenvalues of A. The norm used in this paper is the spectral norm of the matrix A, i.e.,
‖A‖ = (λ(AA))  .
2 Fixed point theorems
Lemma  [] If C and P are Hermitian matrices of the same order with P > , then CPC +
P– ≥ C.
In [] an algorithm that avoids matrix inversion for every iteration, called inversion-
free variant of the basic ﬁxed point iteration, and a theorem to ﬁnd a Hermitian positive
deﬁnite solution of matrix equation () were proposed as follows.
Algorithm  [] Let
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
X = Y = I,
Xn+ = I –AYnA – BYnB,
Yn+ = Yn – YnXnYn, n = , , , . . . .
()
Theorem  [] Assume that matrix equation () has a positive deﬁnite solution. Then
Algorithm () deﬁnes a monotonically decreasing matrix sequence {Xn} converging to the
positive deﬁnitematrix X which is a solution ofmatrix equation ().Also, the sequence {Yn}
deﬁned in Algorithm () deﬁnes a monotonically increasing sequence converging to X–.
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Although it is not mentioned in the previous theorem that the sequence {Xn} converges
to the maximal Hermitian positive deﬁnite solution of equation (), during the proof of
the theorem in [], it is obvious. So, X = X∞, where X∞ is the maximal positive deﬁnite
solution of matrix equation () in Theorem .
The problem of convergence rate for Algorithm () was not considered in []. We now
establish the following result.
Theorem  If matrix equation () has a positive deﬁnite solution, for Algorithm () and








(‖A‖ + ‖B‖)∥∥Yn –X–∞
∥∥ ()
for all n large enough.
Proof From Algorithm (), we have
Yn+ = Yn – Yn
(
I –AYn–A – BYn–B
)
Yn
= Yn – Y n + YnA
(




X–∞ + Yn– –X–∞
)
BYn




































Now, since ‖Yn – X–∞‖ ≤ ‖Yn– – X–∞‖ and limYn = X–∞ , inequality () follows. Also, in-
equality () is true since









This completes the proof. 





X = Y = I,
Yn+ = Yn – YnXnYn,
Xn+ = I –AYn+A – BYn+B, n = , , , . . . .
()
Theorem  Assume that matrix equation () has a positive deﬁnite solution. Then Algo-
rithm () deﬁnes amonotonically decreasing matrix sequence {Xn} converging to X∞ which
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is the maximal Hermitian positive deﬁnite solution of equation (). Also, the sequence {Yn}
deﬁned in Algorithm () deﬁnes a monotonically increasing sequence converging to X–∞ .
Proof Let X+ be a positive deﬁnite solution of matrix equation (). It is clear that
X ≥ X ≥ · · · ≥ Xn ≥ X+, Y ≤ Y ≤ · · · ≤ Yn ≤ X–+ ()
is true for n = . Assume () is true for n = k. By Lemma , we have that
Yk+ = Yk – YkXkYk ≤ X–K ≤ X–+ .
Therefore,
Xk+ = I –AYk+A≥ I –AX–+ A = X+.
Since Yk ≤ X–k– ≤ X–k , we have Y–k ≥ Xk . Thus






Xk+ –Xk = –A(Yk+ – Yk)A≤ .
We have now proved () for n = k + . Therefore, () is true for all n, and limn→∞ Xn and
limn→∞ Yn exist. So, we have limXn = X∞ and limYn = X–∞ . 
Similar to Theorem , we can state the following theorem.
Theorem  If matrix equation () has a positive deﬁnite solution for Algorithm () and








(‖A‖ + ‖B‖)∥∥Yn –X–∞
∥∥ ()
for all n large enough.
Now, we can see that Algorithm () can be faster than Algorithm () from the estimates




X = I, Y = I,
Yn+ = (I –Xn)Yn + I,
Xn+ = I –AYn+A – BYn+B, n = , , , . . . .
()
Algorithm () requires only ﬁvematrix multiplications per step, whereas Algorithm ()
requires six matrix multiplications per step.
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Theorem  If matrix equation () has a positive deﬁnite solution and the two sequences
{Xn} and {Yn} are determined by Algorithm (), then {Xn} is monotone decreasing and
converges to the maximal Hermitian positive deﬁnite solution X∞. Also, the sequence {Yn}
deﬁned in Algorithm () is a monotonically increasing sequence converging to X–∞ .
Proof Let X+ be a positive deﬁnite solution of equation (). We prove that
X ≥ X ≥ · · · ≥ Xn ≥ X+ ()
and
Y ≤ Y ≤ · · · ≤ Yn ≤ X–+ . ()
Since X+ is a solution of matrix equation (), X = I ≥ X+. Also, we have Y = Y = I , and
so
X = I –AA – BB≥ I –AX–+ A – BX–+ B = X+,
i.e., X ≥ X ≥ X+.
For the sequence {Yn}, since I ≤ X–+ , Y = Y = I ≤ X–+ .
Thus inequalities () and () are true for n = . Now, assume that inequalities () and
() are true for n = k, i.e.,
X ≥ X ≥ · · · ≥ Xk ≥ X+
and
Y ≤ Y ≤ · · · ≤ Yk ≤ X–+ .
We show that inequalities () and () are true for n = k + . We have
Yk+ = (I –Xk)Yk + I ≥ (I –Xk–)Yk– + I = Yk
and
Yk+ = (I –Xk)Yk + I ≤ (I –X+)X–+ + I = X–+ ,
i.e., Yk ≤ Yk+ ≤ X–+ . Then
Xk –Xk+ = A(Yk+ – Yk)A + B(Yk+ – Yk)B,
and Xk+ ≤ Xk , since Yk ≤ Yk+. On the other hand,
Xk+ = I –AYk+A – BYk+B
≥ I –AX–+ A – BX–+ B
= X+, ()
i.e., Xk ≥ Xk+ ≥ X+.
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Then the above inequalities are true for all n, also limn→∞ Xn and limn→∞ Yn exist. By
taking limit on Algorithm (), we have limn→∞ Xn = X∞ and limn→∞ Yn = X–∞ , where X∞
is the maximal positive deﬁnite solution of matrix equation (). 
By Algorithm (), we have I – XnYn = Yn+ – Yn. Then, for small  > , ‖I – XnYn‖ can
be one stopping condition.
Theorem If matrix equation () has a positive deﬁnite solution and after n iterative steps
of Algorithm (), the inequality ‖I –XnYn‖ <  implies
∥∥Xn +AX–n A + BX–n B – I
∥∥≤ (‖A‖ + ‖B‖)∥∥X–∞
∥∥.
Proof Since




























= AX–n (I –XnYn)A + BX–n (I –XnYn)B,
∥∥Xn +AX–n A + BX–n B – I
∥∥≤ (‖A‖ + ‖B‖)∥∥X–∞
∥∥‖I –XnYn‖
≤ (‖A‖ + ‖B‖)∥∥X–∞
∥∥.
This completes the proof. 
Theorem If Xn >  for every n, thenmatrix equation () has aHermitian positive deﬁnite
solution.
Proof Since Xn >  for every n, the proof of the monotonicity of {Yn} and {Xn} noted
in Theorem  remains valid. Therefore, the sequence {Xn} is monotone decreasing and
bounded from below by the zero matrix. Then limn→∞ Xn = X exists. We claim that the
sequence {Yn} is bounded above. Suppose that it does not hold. Then, for every m > ,
there exists nm such thatmI < Ynm . Since each Xn is positive deﬁnite for every n, we have
AYnA + BYnB < I for every n.





< AYnmA + BYnmB < I.





< I for everym,
which is a contradiction. Then the sequence {Yn} is bounded above and convergent. Sup-
pose that limn→∞ Yn = Y . As Y = I and {Yn} is monotone increasing, Y ≤ I . Taking limit
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in Algorithm () implies that
Y = (I –X)Y + I,
X = I –AYA – BYB.
Since Y ≤ I , X = Y – > , and hence X = I – AX–A – BX–B. Then matrix equation ()
has a positive deﬁnite solution. 
Theorem  If matrix equation () has a positive deﬁnite solution and ‖A‖ <  and ‖B‖ <









(‖A‖ + ‖B‖)∥∥Yn –X–∞
∥∥ ()
for all n large enough.
Proof From Algorithm (), we have
Yn+ = (I –Xn)Yn + I





























I –AX–∞A – BX–∞B
)









BYn –X∞Yn + Yn + I.
Thus





















































Now, since limn→∞ Yn = X–∞ , inequality () follows. Also, inequality () is true since









This completes the proof. 
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3 Numerical examples
In this section, we present some numerical examples to show the eﬀectiveness of the new
inversion-free variant of the basic ﬁxed point iteration methods. Hermitian positive deﬁ-
nite solutions of matrix equation () for diﬀerent matrices A and B are computed. We will
compare the suggested algorithms, Algorithm () and Algorithm (), by Algorithm ().
All programs were written in MATLAB.

























∥∥X +AX–A + BX–B – I∥∥∞ = .e–.









∥∥X +AX–A + BX–B – I∥∥∞ = .e–.
We can easily see that Algorithm () is more accurate than Algorithm ().









∥∥X +AX–A + BX–B – I∥∥∞ = .e–.




    
    
    
    
    
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, B = 
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
    
    
    
    
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. –. –. –. –.
–. . –. –. –.
–. –. . –. –.
–. –. –. . –.




∥∥X +AX–A + BX–B – I∥∥∞ = .e–.




. –. –. –. –.
–. . –. –. –.
–. –. . –. –.
–. –. –. . –.




∥∥X +AX–A + BX–B – I∥∥∞ = .e–.




. –. –. –. –.
–. . –. –. –.
–. –. . –. –.
–. –. –. . –.




∥∥X +AX–A + BX–B – I∥∥∞ = .e–.
We can see that Algorithm () needs to ﬁnd a Hermitian positive deﬁnite solution.
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